A simple model is constructed to describe dissociation of charge transfer excitons in bulk heterojunction solar cells, and its dependence on the physical parameters of the system. In bulk heterojunction organic photovoltaics (OPVs), exciton dissociation occurs almost exclusively at the interface between the donor and acceptor, following one-electron initial excitation from the HOMO to the LUMO levels of the donor, and charge transfer to the acceptor to make a charge-transfer exciton. After exciton breakup, and neglecting the trapping of individual carriers, the electron may undergo two processes for decay: one process involves the electron and/or hole leaving the interface, and migrating to the electrode. This is treated here as the electron moving on a set of acceptor sites. The second loss process is radiationless decay following recombination of the acceptor electron with the donor cation; this is treated by adding a relaxation term. These two processes compete with one another. We model both the exciton breakup and the subsequent electron motion. Results depend on tunneling amplitude, energetics, disorder, Coulomb barriers, and energy level matchups, particularly the so-called LUMO-LUMO offset.
I. Introduction
Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] are both fascinating from a fundamental point of view, and promising as a major response to the challenge of green energy capture. 13 The most common approach to OPVs is the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) cell, which consists of mixed donor (D) and acceptor (A) species that form interpenetrating connective networks. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] In such OPVs, a major problem occurs that is absent in traditional semiconductor photovoltaics (because of band bending in those situations). 23 This issue involves the efficiency of charge separation following photoexcitation. Coulomb attraction between electrons and holes (located on the A and D species respectively) can cause the exciton to remain stuck at the interface, [24] [25] [26] where it can undergo nonradiative decay, substantially reducing the efficiency.
Here we use a very simple model both to analyze some aspects of this issue of exciton breakup and to examine the dependence on the physical parameters of the system. We model the motion only of the electron (although the hole behavior is similar). We treat each A molecule as a single level (corresponding to the LUMO in simplified one-electron language, for each A site). The sites are taken as degenerate, in a linear array.
The initial state is formed by excitation of the D, followed by electron transfer to form the exciton at the interface by occupying the A site on the first A molecule in the chain, leaving a hole on D. We follow the dynamics using a density matrix approach.
The Hamiltonian includes the energy levels of the D and A sites, the Coulomb interaction between the electron and the hole, and the motion along the A chain. Added to the Hamiltonian are a self-energy term describing the injection of the electron into the electrode, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and first order relaxation caused by nonradiative decay of the charge transfer exciton back to the ground state of the system. 32 We find that the yield depends upon relationships between the band width and the so-called LUMO-LUMO gap (this linguistic shorthand is the energetic difference between the photoexcited donor and the D + A À charge transfer exciton).
When this LUMO-LUMO gap is either too small or too large, motion is impeded: if it is too large, the narrow transport band of the acceptor cannot accommodate the energy, and therefore the exciton does not separate. When it is too small, it cannot overcome the Coulomb trapping (at least within the current model that does not include vibrational relaxation times). Suggestions are made for optimization of actual cells. Fig. 1 sketches the very simple model, consisting of a zeroth site corresponding to the excited donor, and sites 1 through N, corresponding to the anion formed after charge transfer from the donor to the acceptor at the interface. The sites beyond N will be represented by a complex valued self-energy term added to the energy associated with site N. The one-electron Hamiltonian is simply
II. Theoretical model
where the operators c y l ðc l Þ create (annihilate) an electron in site l. e 0 is the energy level of site 0, 2b (b > 0) is the energy level of the other sites. We take the intersite coupling on the acceptor chain to be b, effectively setting the bottom of the A band to be 0. In the picture the LUMO-LUMO gap may be associated with the distance |e 0 À 2b| to the band center, or with e 0 -the distance to the band bottom.
III. Self-energy
Our full system includes a semi-infinite chain of A sites. It is convenient to represent it by a finite N-site system where the effect of the rest of the A chain is taken into account by adjusting the energy of site N by a self-energy term 27 ,28,33
where E is the injected energy. If E is in the energy band, i.e., 0 r E r 4b, S(E) will be
with LðEÞ ¼ EÀ2b 2
and GðEÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 4b 2 À ðE À 2bÞ 2 q being real numbers. In the simplest approximation we can replace the self-energy by its average over the band
The first term on the right side of formula (4) is 0, and the second term is a negative imaginary number.
Then we get w ¼ Ài jbjp 4 and the Hamiltonian of this contribution part working as a sink can be expressed as
IV. Coulomb interaction
To account for coulomb interaction between the moving electron and the hole left behind we also add a charge-trapping term to the system Hamiltonian as
where V is the parameter describing the attraction to the hole at site 0, r l = la is the distance between site 0 and l with a being the lattice distance and e being the dielectric constant. By denoting g ¼ V ea eqn (6) takes the form
V. Time evolution and exciton recombination
Up to now, the effective system Hamiltonian H eff can be expressed as
and the time-evolution of the density matrix r of this N + 1 site system can be expressed by the Liouville equation as
which will be solved by using the Runge-Kutta method with the initial condition that there is one electron on the donor site 0. H eff + is a conjugate transpose of H eff because of the complex diagonal elements in eqn (5) .
Exciton recombination is a relaxation process that reduces the probability of charge separation. To take this process into account we assume that the initial state on site 0 has a finite relaxation rate Z. In the associated Liouville equations this relaxation affects the time evolution of r 00 and of all nondiagonal elements r 0j and r j0 , according to
VI. Yield of charge separation
Since the sites beyond N work as sinks absorbing the population at site N, the yield Y of charge separation can be obtained by
where r NN (t) is the population on the site N which changes with time and is absorbed by the sink. So the integral of the r NN over time should be the total population absorbed by the sink, i.e., the yield. We will calculate the yield of charge separation as a function of donor state energy e 0 , the coulomb attraction g, the acceptor band width 4b and the decay parameter Z.
The total population distribution P O on the active sites is
For Z = 0, i.e., without the population decay process inside the donor, 1 À P O should be the population absorbed by the sink, equal to the yield. When Z a 0, 1 À P O should be larger than the yield since some population decays through the donor.
VII. Numerical results

A. Energy gap and charge transfer rate effects
For the numerical simulation, we use b = 0.2 eV, N = 60 and we change energy level e 0 , charge trapping parameter g, decay parameter Z and coupling parameter m. We also examine a situation with random disorder, by taking random energies e r for the acceptor energy levels and random parameters b r for the coupling between acceptor neighbor sites, to see the influence on the population distribution along the chain and on yield of charge separation. For an isolated system only including acceptor energy levels with g = 0, the energy band is in the energy region [0, 4b] with a band width 4b. After switching on the coupling parameter m between site 0 and site 1, the effective acceptor bandwidth becomes narrower.
Such a D-A system can be taken as the single D site coupling to a energy band, obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of an isolated system including the A part. For a large N there will be enough eigenvalues inside the band to effectively link to the active site over the relevant energy range. In the supplementary informationw, Fig. S3 shows the dependence of the yield on the site number N. When N exceeds 16, the band widths effectively remain constant.
B. Effects of coulomb trapping
In Fig. 2 and 3 the long time yield Y and the total population P O left on the chain are shown as a function of e 0 , changing with the coupling parameter m and the charge trapping parameter g. With Z = 0 all the population can only decay through the first process. The yield Y is then exactly 1 À P O . Fig. 2 shows the dependence of yield Y on m. With the energy gap e 0 inside the band, i.e., 0 r e 0 r 4b, the yield remains 1 for the energy around the middle point e 0 = 2b = 0.4 eV. For e 0 { 2b or e 0 c 2b the yield decreases with increasing m and the yield curve broadens. For the energy gap e 0 outside the band, most populations will stay on the chain because they are localized by an energy blockade phenomenon (they lie too high in energy to decay into the band). However the population can still decay to the electrode through channels with a relatively large imaginary part and induce a very small yield. With a large m, more population can tunnel through the acceptor sites migrating to the electrode with the yield increasing.
The effect of the charge trapping g is to down shift the energy levels of the acceptor sites and therefore the band. As shown in Fig. 3 the line shape just moves to its left slightly, broadens only slightly, and becomes asymmetric because the shift reduces the energy gap between the donor and acceptor sites. The effect of g is small because there is no competition from nonradiative decay.
C. Nonradiative decay effects
Upon switching on the nonradiative decay process (Z a 0), for ''LUMO-LUMO gap'' e 0 outside the band, the localized population that cannot decay into the electrode through the first process will decay through the second process, and for long time no population remains on the chain. For gap e 0 inside the band, the two decay processes will compete, reducing the yield. In Fig. 4 we examine the yield dependence on the decay parameter Z and the coupling parameter m. With Z = 0 the yield Y equals 1 for the energy inside the band. With increasing Z, less population will exit through the electrodes, so the yield will decrease. Upon increasing m, more population will transfer from D to A, and eventually decay through site N, so yield increases with m. Fig. 5 examines the effect of coulomb trapping. The line shape shows a loss of symmetry, as seen in Fig. 3 . Even for small gap e 0 , the yield becomes small due to coulomb trapping. Here, the charge moves more slowly towards the electrode because of coulomb attraction to the hole, and so the nonradiative recombination can more easily destroy the exciton by recombination.
D. Structural randomness effects
Because of the random geometry in BHJ cells we expect intersite tunneling and site energies to vary randomly. To account for such structural randomness we have imposed random site-energies and intersite coupling elements on a finite section of our tight binding chain. The range beyond this section, that is part of the absorbing electrode, remains ordered. In Fig. 6 and 7 we examine the yield modifications by taking 30 random energy levels e r for the acceptor sites (from site 16 to site 45) and 29 random couplings b r between these sites. In Fig. 6 we use random numbers for the 30 site energies and fix the energy levels of the others. In Fig. 7 we use 29 random numbers for the coupling elements. For each one, we average over 20 realizations. In each figure we choose a uniform random number distribution with differing widths. The peak values of the line shape decrease as the random distribution broadens. In Fig. 6 this is because as the energy gap from D to site 1 increases, the tunneling becomes more difficult as the effective acceptor band density starts to drop, due to the disorder. In Fig. 7 the random tunneling parameters make the transfer ineffective, a foreshadowing of Anderson localization that again increases as the distribution broadens.
Although the external random energies added to the 30 sites of the D part will break the symmetry, after an average over 20 realizations we can see the approximate symmetry of the line shape with g = 0 in Fig. 6 . An exact symmetry of the line shape would be recovered only in an average over many realizations. The lineshape structures in Fig. 6 and 7 reflect the random site energies. They appear mostly when these site energies are selected from a broad random distribution and depend on the particular realization of this distribution.
VIII. Conclusion
The morphology/geometry of BHJ systems is poorly understood, and therefore a plethora of models has been applied to understand the transport and the overall functioning of these devices. Here we have used a very simple model to examine the effects of acceptor bandwidth, injection energy gaps, coulomb binding and disorder in the acceptor band. The model assumes one-dimensional tight-binding electronic behavior, and a sharp D/A interface. By installing a self-energy term at site N we can use an N + 1 site system to represent the organic system plus accepting electrode. The A À population on the À coulomb attraction. If the D + energy e 0 is too small, then the recombination will occur and few electrons are injected. If it is too large the A bandwidth cannot accommodate the exoergicity (there are no resonant states) and very small yield is seen. This is bit counterintuitive since larger energy gaps would seem to favor injection due to better charge separation, but it follows directly from considerations of state densities. Optimal injection occurs for the gap 0 oe 0 o4b, where 4b is the bandwidth. Randomness in the site energies or intersite tunneling makes the transfer less effective, with a lower yield. 
